Transmit and receive RF fields determination from a single low-tip-angle gradient-echo scan by scaling of SVD data.
A new method, called Transmit and Receive Patterns from Low-Tip-angle gradient-Echo Images (TRIPLET), is described which simultaneously maps the B1+ and B1- fields of a transmit/receive radiofrequency coil array. The input data are low-tip-angle gradient-echo images, which can be acquired in a relatively short scanning time. For each voxel in the field of view, a matrix can be assembled with the low-tip-angle gradient-echo image values of the radiofrequency coil array. Applying the singular value decomposition to those matrices, datasets are obtained which show a high resemblance with the true B1+ and B1- fields. These datasets are a voxel-wise scaled version of the true radiofrequency maps. The channel independent scaling parameters can be found by implicitly forcing the reconstructed fields to be solutions of the Maxwell equations. This is achieved by introducing a multipole expansion consisting of Bessel/Fourier functions. Two FDTD simulated radiofrequency fields for two coil array combinations at 7 T and a measured, in vivo dataset at 7 T are investigated to illustrate the singular value decomposition analysis of the low-tip-angle gradient-echo images and to show how the B1+ and B1- fields can be reconstructed by Transmit and Receive Patterns from Low-Tip-angle gradient-Echo Images. The Transmit and Receive Patterns from Low-Tip-angle gradient-Echo Images algorithm can convert the datasets from singular value decomposition analysis of low-tip-angle gradient-echo images to true B1+ and B1- fields.